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Our purpose is to make 

playing instruments a whole 

lot easier for you.

Our Core Belief



EASY -LETTER -NOTES .COM

About Us 

&Mission  

If you like the sound of piano but you're convinced that playing it is 

a difficult trick, then you're at the right place! Our new learning 

system utilizes letter notes (see page "start here") and shortens the 

time at which you acquire knowledge by threefold!

 

Most importantly, as our users claim - learning with letter notes 

makes playing piano fun right from the beginning. If you want to 

start playing your favorite songs nice and quickly without having to 

worry about music theory, classic notes and other complicated 

things, all you need to do is pick a song from our site and start 

playing. It's really that simple!

 

To make your piano/keyboard learning process even easier, we 

provide a video tutorial for every song we post on our site. The 

tutorials show you how to easily play a given song step by step. You 

will also find out how to choose the right instrument and what 

other tricks will help you speed up your piano education even by 

300%!

 



Vision

We continue to make videos and post content on our site all the time."

 

We don't limit ourselves only to keyboard lessons. We're taking up new 

projects that will help learning other instruments. We've already 

launched our harmonica-tabs.com projects and soon we'll be 

launching our flute lessons, too.

 

We're expanding to other markets. I. e. Poland, Spain, Germany."



WEBSITE  STATS

 

Youtube Website users Website views

Monthly

~ 50 000 ~ 45 000 ~ 105 000



ADVERTISING  

OPPORTUNITIES

 

An ad banner in any 
place on the website

External site link for 
promotion and/or SEO

Video ad – in the intro 
or/and outro

Product/course 
promotion for 

comission (only 
chosen)

Other non-standard 
promotion according 

to expectations.
Sponsored article



Contact Us
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